
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The passage _________________ by detachments, and the first crossing
had just commenced.
1.

(make)
was being made

The coffee ___________________ into large flat baskets by slaves, which,
when filled, they carried away on their heads to the drying grounds.
2.

(pick)
was being picked

On the last day of the trial, when the closing speeches
__________________, there was a stir at the door.
3.

(make)were being made

And now he saw a very attractive picture-a rich family carriage into which a
charmingly pretty girl ___________________ by a blushing boy.
4.

(help)was being helped

Eric knew not whither he ____________________, but his heart was
sunshine and peace.
5.

(carry)
was being carried

The long story _________________ in a slow and labored way by Joe after
Ned had gone, when it was interrupted by Mr. Thompson, who saw that his
son was growing pale and faint.

6.

(tell)

was being told

She (though usually my shadow) would always leave me to go to a room
where a piano ___________________, and the more she liked the music, the
closer she crept to the player, even if a stranger to her.

7.

(play)
was being played

She had met him frequently during her walks, at a time, too, when
distasteful attentions __________________ her, and she felt that her heart
____________________ as a piece of merchandise.

8.

(pay) (treat)
were being paid

was being treated

A burning desire to be soothed and comforted, even as the poor little sinner
in the next room ______________________, rose within her.
9.

(comfort)was being comforted

Her appearance there I did not attempt to account for, but I felt a thrill of
delight that my acting ________________________ by one at least.
10.

(appreciate)
was being appreciated

As she drew near to her father's cottage, she saw that it was very brightly
lighted; and then she remembered that it was Friday night, and that very likely
the weekly religious meeting _________________ there.

11.

(hold)was being held
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During the whole of the sixteenth century Portugal
____________________ of men, and those the strongest and bravest of her
sons.

12.

(drain)
was being drained

Our curiosity was becoming feverish, and the mummy
___________________ somewhat quickly.
13.

(turn)was being turned

By this time the engines were rattling and new ropes creaking, while
stores of all kind ____________________.
14.

(land)were being landed

Newspapers were furiously defending the fugitive and the judgment of the
court ____________________ with tense interest.
15.

(await)was being awaited

It was deemed a high honor to hand him his shirt as he
____________________, or, at dinner, to provide him with a fresh napkin.
16.

(dress)
was being dressed

A terrible drama ____________________ on the hard-hit sinking ship.17.
(enact)

was being enacted

A dirty white rag ____________________ on a pole by one of the
relatives of the deceased.
18.

(hoist)
was being hoisted

I remembered the children and realized that I
_______________________.
19.

(hypnotize)was being hypnotized

Heaven knew what theories ________________________!20. (propound)were being propounded
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